INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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Revision

Form

INST-766
Rev C
7160-0911, 7160-0920
Workstation Console Box
Workstation Console Box Ledge
Printing Spec: PS-001
Workstation Console Box can be installed on top plate or large workstation console box
ledge. Ledge is attached to front of large workstation with (4) 1/4-20unc x 5/8" long hex
bolts, lock washers, and flat washers (see below).

To attach console box to top plate or ledge:
1. Mount the top plate or ledge in the vehicle in its approximate final position.
2. Insert (4) 1/4-20 x 1.00 carriage bolts provided in the hardware bag from the bottom
side through the top plate and slots in the bottom of the console box.
3. Fasten the box to the plate using the flat washers, lock washers and 1/4-20 hex
nuts remaining in the hardware bag. See images below.
4. If mounting the console box on a top plate in front of small workstation, console box
can be attached to small workstation with (2) 1/4-20 hex bolts and flat washers.
5. Attach front ledge support brackets by using (8) 3/8-16 hex Bolt and flat washers.
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Product Mounting Disclaimer
Gamber-Johnson is not liable under any theory of contract or tort law for any loss, damage, personal injury, special, incidental or consequential damages for personal injury or other damage
of any nature arising directly or indirectly as a result of the improper installation or use of its products in vehicle or any other application. In order to safely install and use Gamber-Johnson
products full consideration of vehicle occupants, vehicle systems (i.e., the location of fuel lines, brakes lines, electrical, drive train or other systems), air-bags and other safety equipment is
required. Gamber-Johnson specifically disclaims any responsibility for the improper use or installation of its products not consistent with the original vehicle manufactures specifications
and recommendations, Gamber-Johnson product instruction sheets, or workmanship standards as endorsed through the Gamber-Johnson Certified Installer Program.
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If you need assistance or have questions, call Gamber-Johnson at 1-800-456-6868
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The workstation console box has an access door on the passenger side of the console box.
There is a bracket mounted in the horizontal orientation for attaching a fuse block or wire
harness. The internal bracket can be repositioned to the vertical orientation by the end user if
required.

Access Door

Fuse Block
(shown for ref. only)

Internal bracket can be
repositioned to the
vertical orientation
by end user

Wire Harness / Fuse Block
(shown for ref. onlyl)
Standard setup with
internal bracket
in horizontal orientation
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